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Description

Binghatti Careers

Binghatti Careers offers retail jobs in Dubai for freshers as well as experienced candidates who want to
venture into a new field. If you’re looking for a great career opportunity, then this is the perfect place for
you to start your search. With so many options available, you’re sure to find the right job for you.

Then, at that point, simply set up your CV and apply for this brilliant organization in the United Arab
Emirates. Binghatti Careers is a once-in-a-lifetime chance for any individual who needs to look for
Good work in Dubai. Binghatti Careers    offers great compensation in addition to other wonderful
impetuses also.

Download CV: Click Here To Download Cv For Dubai & Across UAE Jobs

Walk-In-Interviews: Click Here To Check The latest Walk-In-Interviews In Dubai & Across UAE Jobs

Jobs Details:Binghatti Careers

Organization Name Binghatti
 Job Location  Dubai
 Nationality  Any Nationality Can Apply
 Education  Equivalent Degree
 Experience  As Per The Job Description
 Salary Range  Depending Upon Position
 Benefits  Excellent
 Posted Date 29 Jan 2023
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Binghatti Careers

About Binghatti:

Binghatti is the UAE’s leading property brand. Specialized in developing properties that boast sheer
architectural prowess, the company currently operates with an investment value of AED 7 Billion,
spread across numerous prime areas within Dubai.

“Being a regional trendsetter, we perpetually strive to deliver a product that far exceeds the
expectations of our stakeholders. Since our inception, our ultimate endeavor has revolved around
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being a game-changer in the real estate space by delivering groundbreaking projects of unmatched
quality within record-breaking timelines.”

“Since childhood, I was inspired by the aesthetics of automotive and aeronautic industries and dreamt
of creating a brand that would redefine the real estate industry and pay architectural homage to such
design philosophies. I wanted my towers to be hyper towers that evoked the emotions a car enthusiast
would have when seeing their favorite supercar. Binghatti is not merely a property developer – it is
undoubtedly, a brand.”

MUHAMMAD BINGHATTI
CEO

“Our vertically integrated approach towards developing real estate enables us to create product that
places quality and timely delivery at the forefront of our priorities. This strategy, coupled with the
reliance on materials of the highest quality, and a rapid product turnover maximizes returns and value
to our clients.”

AHMED BINGHATTI
CFO

Our trichromatic hue palette orange, white and black reflects our organizational ethos. The orange
symbolizes the tireless rise of the sun brightening up a clear white sky after a dark night. The
aggressively contoured external envelopes of our towers and our hue selection are climatically
respectful to the region’s geographical condition, maximizing efficiency of solar glare reduction rates.

Binghatti hyper-properties are designed specifically for those with genuine appreciation of fine
architecture, giving their residents the experience of how modern and thoughtful design, combined
with cutting-edge technology can make a property more than just a place you live in.

List of Binghatti Careers Jobs 2023

Job Title Location
Lead Architect UAE

Female Guest Service Officer UAE

Apply From Here
How to Apply for Binghatti Careers:

If you’ve decided to apply for Binghatti Careers in order to alter your lifestyle, and you’re
interested in any of the positions listed above, the process is extremely straightforward.
Simply click the apply now button to send your most recent CV for the position you want.

We strongly advise you to tailor your CV to the company’s profile or the job description.
Your chances of landing a job in Dubai will naturally improve as a result of this. We wish
you the best of luck in your endeavors.
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999+ New High Salary Jobs Click Here Now:
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